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DS: You always lived in West Virginia, Ora? 
OB: Yes I have. 
DS: Where'd you live? 
OB: Oh I lived at, I was born at Cliff Top, West Virginia. 
DS: Where's that? 
OB: That's on route 60 beyond Lookout and I, and uh, I 
lived in Lookout and Winona (spells) W-I --N-O-N-A. 
DS: .What county is that? 
OB: Fayette. 
DS: Fayette? 
OB: Um, mmm. And, uh, I lived in Fayetteville, West 
Virginia, that's in Fayette County and, well I lived 
all over Cabin Cr8ek and Paint Creek and different 
places. 
DS: Uh,huh. How many were in your family? 
OB: 12, 7 boys and 5 girls and my mother was a little 
woman, she didn't weigh but 98 pounds. Little short 
somebody bout like Dorothy and, uh, she died when 
she was 69 years old just e~rly one morning. She 
had had two light strokes L DS: Um,_rnmm._/ before 
that and she was in bed for a year L DS: Um, mmm._/. 
But my father was 74 and he took sick on a Wednesday 
and died on Saturday. 
DS: And what'd he die from. 
OB: And, uh, I don't know. 
DS: Nobody ever 
OB: They didn't have a doctor with when I went there. 
DS: Were there any doctors? 
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OB: Oh yeah, they could have got a doctor from Winona. 
DS: Urn, mmrn. How far away though was that? 
OB: Oh bout 5 miles but they didn't get a doctor so he 
died and like 2 days being 3 months when my rnoth=r 
died and yon side of Chelyan my oldest brother got 
kill Ad in the coal min es. 
DS: And where was that? 
OB: That was Alloy, West Virginia. And then I had a 
brother killed, of course my husband was killed 
on November the 9th in, uh, '52. 
DS: And where was that? 
OB : That was at Alloy L DS: Alloy._/. He died in 
Montgomery Hospital, got hurt in the coal mine. 
DS: How? 
OB: Uh, a rock fell. 
DS: That was a slate fall? 
OB: Yes and, uh, he had his hand up on a post telli~g the 
men where to put the timber up L DS: Um, rnmrn._/_and 
this rock broke off and hit him L DS: Um, mmrn . _/ 
and he was a heavy man, weighed 244 pounds. 
BS: And you so little. 
OB: I didn't use to be (laughter) but, uh, they said his 
head, he was in a standing position ~ut it jus~ bent 
him down with his head on his feet L DS: Oh._/. 
And of course it severed his spine in two places 
and he was hurt inwardly L DS: Um, mmrn._/ and he 
li_ved from Friday morning till 10:00 on Sunday night 
L DS: Um._/ and that, he, that was, uh, oh and, •• 
(Interviewer -requested this section of the tape be deleted.) 
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DS: Uh, how long did Tom work in the coal mines? 
OB: From the time he was 9 years old till he was killed. 
DS: 9. 
OB: From the time he was 9 yaars old he started trapping. 
DS: What is trapping? 
OB: Up on Cabin Creek, opening and closing door~. They 
had mules then instead of motor L DS: _Oh._/ and they 
called it a trap door L DS: Uh, ~uh._/ and that 1 s 
what he did, when he was 9 years old he started in 
the mines and he worked his way up to mine foreman. 
And, uh, then he was hurt in all the mines he 1 d never 
been in the hospital. 
DS: Hum. Well I can't imagine they, course didn~t have 
any child labor law LOB: No, no, hum, uh._/. They 
didn 1 t have to go to work and earn a, did he h ave a 
fam- , big family like that? 
OB: Well, uh, his family was all dead but 2 brothers, 
he still h~s 2 brothers living, I don 1 t know where 
they are L DS: Um, mmm._/. But he still has 2 
brothers and the_rest of his family is dead 
L DS: Um, mmm._/ and, uh, oh that's_a long stQry. 
I'd tell it all to you but I can 1 t L DS: Oh._/ 
I get all upset, you know. 
DS: Well we don't, we don't need to talk about things 
like that anyway I thought maybe you might remember some 
things that happened, uh, some places I 1 m familiar with 
1 ike Cab in Creek, uh, ( inaudible) how did you al 1 
happen to go to Cabin Creek? 
OB: Well my husband liked to change jobs often, you know, 
a man use to be they could go any where and gei a job, 
they got ready to quit they quit L DS: Yeah._/ and 
went someplace else anc:Lgot one. .So we 1 i ved in 
many, many coal camps L DS: Um, mmm._/ and, uh, and 
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Cabin Creek we lived at, oh I don't know how mq11y 
different places up there I'd have to study a long 
time to tell ya. 
DS: Well, uh, Garton, Decota. 
OB: He worked at Garton and Une eda am uh, Wet Branch. 
DS: Dry Branch. not. 
OB: No. And Wet Branch is right up the Ohio from Glenwood. 
DS: Now how did that start out, you have any idea on that? 
oB: I don't have any idea. 
DS: Well I never knew that because they was very close 
LOB: Uh, huh._/ both of them and then they called 
one Wet Branch and one Dry Branch. 
oB: One Dry Branch. And, uh, we've lived all of Paint 
Creek, Aileen was born at Wesley on Paint Creek. 
DS: Did you have doctors back then or did you go to the 
hospital? 
oB: Oh yeah, com- company doctors. My children were all 
born at home I didn't go to the hospital with none 
of um and, uh, 
DS: Were they good doctors? 
OB= Yes, they were good doctors and, uh, ycu didn't have 
that thing on did ya? 
DS: That's perfectly allright. 
OB= The same doctor that delivered Audrey to me delivered 
me to my mother. 
DS: Is that right? Well h e must have been getting up in 
years. 
OB: He was, he was real old. 
that and Aileen was born 
and Louisa, I think Ive 
DS: Um, mmm. 
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He died not too long after 
at Uesley on, uh, Pain't Creek 
already told you tra t. 
OB: And, uh, Dorothy at Bickmore in,l DS: Where?_/ 
Bickmore in Clay c0 unty that's when Tom was working 
there. 
DS: Um, mmm. 
OB: And, uh, Gladys was born at Dry Branch on Cabin Creek 
and Audrey at Newhall up on New River that's in Fayette 
County. 
DS: Um, mmm. When Tom had all these different jobs they 
was all LOB: Yes._/ in the coal mines. 
OB: Everything was in the coal mine, he never worked at 
anything but mining. 
DS: Do you remember any, any problems, uh, in the coal 
camps like when they were trying to organize the 
union? 
OBJ Oh yes and, uh, Mother Jones use to go in and make 
talks and help get scraps settled and I heard her talk 
and see her. 
DS: Really? 
OB: Yes that was, uh, up on Paint Creek and, uh, I've 
been in the coal mines myself and helped him load 
coal. 
DS: You was in the coal mines? 
OB: I was in the coal mines and helped him •.. 
DS: Well what was you doing there? 
OB: I was helping him, that was all. 
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DS: You mean, did they pay you or let you .. • 
OB: They wouldn't have allowed me in there if they'd have 
known (laughter). But you go back in there and that 
coal would be, they would shoot it, you know, in the 
daytime • .. 
DS: Wha - , shoot it what does ... 
OB: Well they had to make a auger hole and put their, 
uh, L DS: Powder._/ blasting stuff, that powder 
L DS: Urn, rnrnrn._/ and puck and then they would light 
that, uh, fuse and go away and that would shoot that 
coal down in big blocks . Not down, it would be still 
standing up. So that night was the last time I helped 
him load the coal, uh, that the Unit ed on Cabin Creek 
3nd, uh, he told me he was going down to entry and get 
some cars, L DS: Urn, rnrnrn. _ _/ and push urn back up there 
for us to load and he said you leave that alone. So 
I thought that looks so pretty I'm going to pull it 
down, so I took a pick (laughter) and pulled it down 
and broke the pole. 
BS: Oh no. 
IS: Well did they have any shoring after you had . • . 
OB: Have what? 
IS: Some kind of shoring in thG mines to shore up the sides. 
OB: They was lights ~trung out all up and down the entry 
LIS: Uh, huh._/ and of course they filled the corridors 
with molders . 
ffi : But weren't you afraid of cave, cave- ins? 
OB: I'm not afraid of anything (laughter). I've been in 
lots of mines with him. 
DS~ Oh. 
OB: And, uh, I've even been down in the mine L D3: Urn, rnrnrn . _/. 
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When they were striking he'd go out of the night and 
he had to go back in the re so I'd go back in there with 
him. And it's pretty_in the coal mines I like to go in 
them L CS: Um, mmm._/. I've been in many of um. But 
I didn't have to load coal any more than 2 of um. 
BS: Well I've always h e ard that there was, uh, a myth a 
long time ago that women, er, were not allowed in 
the coal mine. 
OB.: They weren't i._ BS: It was bad luck._/ it was bad luck . 
We'd go in at night and I'd tell him it's bad luck and 
he'd say there's no such thing as bad luck and when he 
wanted me to go in there with him I told him I wasn't 
going to do it afte r that. I've always heard all my 
life that it's bad luck but I went in with him and 
aft ~r that well he got hurt. I haven't been in 
any more min es. 
BS: I always wanted to but I was always afraid, I went 
to thG mouth of the mine and looked in but I W3 s 
afraid to go in. 
OB: Wall now we lived at (inaudible) and they had a mine 
explosion while we was there but he, they had, the 
explosion happened in the daytime and he worked night 
shift L DS: Oh._/. So when they come and told me 
that they's a explosion I woke him and he went to 
help to get the mine, the men out of the mine. 
DS: How many, uh, 
OB: Oh I forget how many they was but some got hurt and 
some got killed and then they was a explosion where 
Eddie got killed . 
.oS: Um, mmm. That's your brother. 
OB: My son-in-law, Dorothy's husbqnd. 
ns: Oh, that's right. 
OB: That was up close to Richwood, L DS: Um, mrnm._/ I 
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forget the name of the mine but anyway that's how 
he got killed. And my brother, George, worked 'at, 
uh, United and a big slate fall caught him and, uh, 
my brother, Joe was working at Alloy and they said 
that part of the "kettle bottom," that's just a great 
big piece of slate come down and caught him and just 
killed him right then. 
DS: And it's called a "kettle bot •. II 
OB: "Kettle bottom." 
DS: I wonder how it got that name. 
OB: Well now before, when Tom was a living he explained 
to be that that was a big long piece of slate and 
when it come loose it would come down, you know, 
and it caught Joe and killed him and his head was 
broken. 
DS: Uh, huh. 
OB: And, uh, then Ed was killed in a mine explosion and 
then my brother, Keith, was electrocuted in a mine 
L DS: Oh._/ . I've had alot of mine tragedies in my 
family. 
DS: You've certainly have. What cause, cause the explosions. 
OB: Well there's a dust forms in the mines and you know men 
like a place to smoke L DS: _Um, mmm, um, mmm._/ in the 
mines and alot of um would L DS: Um, mmm._/and alot of 
times the explosion is caused by people throwing cigarette 
down in thP. mines and that dust will get on fire and cause 
an explosion and that's gas. Cas, gas in the mines causes 
the explosions. 
DS: Course back in those days they didn't have inspections. 
OB: Well they did but the inspectors didn't come as often as 
they should. Uh, I don't remember just how often they' s 
suppose to come but they didn't L DS: Um, mmm._/ and, uh, 
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there was an explo~ion at Boomer but that was b~fore 
Tom worked there L DS: Um, mmm._/ and they say that 
mine was full of gas. And it accumulates from different 
things in the mines, you know, I don 1 t know just all 
the details but the gas accumulates and there 1 d be 
pockGts of gas and just th e least little spark, you 
know, will set them off, sometimes the motors running 
el e ctric wire will set it off. 
DS: Um, mmm. w~ll I often wonder about !he lights and 
the men 1 s carbide lamp LOB: Lamp?/ and their hat. 
OB: You know there was so many explosions and everything 
that they stopped them from wearing them, they had 
to have safety lights. 
BS: Now I don 1 t remember that, when I recall they were 
still using the carbide. 
OB: Well they quit that and this safety light was run 
from a battery ,C-BS: Um, mmm._/ and it was a big, 
uh, reflector like that on a fog light L DS: Um, mmm. _/ 
and then this cable went down here and hooked on to a 
battery and that's the kind of lights that they started 
using in the mines. 
BS: Well now you know more about that than I do. 
OB: I know lots_of things if I just had time to think, 
you know, L DS: Yeah._/ but of course I'm 76 years 
old and my mine ain't (laughter) as good as it use to be. 
BS: (Laughs) you're still a young thing. 
DS: Uh, do you remember anything about, I don't remember 
anyth~ng about militia. How it come up that there 
was a war between the company officials on Paint Creek 
and on Cabin Creek, do you remember .•• 
OB: No, I don 1 t remember that, I h e ard about it but that 
was before I went up there. 
DS: Yeah, do you remember anything anybody said or anything 
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about like your father o~kinsmen? 
OB: No I just can't remember, I've heard of it L DS: Yeah._/ 
but I can't tell it. 
DS: There was something LOB: Um, mmm.__/ some kind of war, 
LOB: Um, mrnm.__/ an uprising or a, when th-2 miners 
were striking. 
OB: Um, mrnm. Well it was just like this, uh, book they 
have in school. They was all fighting over the, the 
mines, you know, and the condition the mines was in 
and the companies wouldn't have the mines fixed right 
and things like that and they called a militia that 
went in there with a body of men that would go in and, 
and uh,_have guns and ~verything to fight with, you 
know, L DS: Um, mrnm.__/ and they was alot of people 
that got killed in that. That's as much as I can 
remember about that. 
DS: Um, mmrn. Didn't some of um have to come up and go to 
the mouth of the creek and plant and plant to feed 
LOB: Yeah._/ because they had no money? 
OB: Yeah, they'd go up the creek and plant too. 
DS: Um, mmm. 
OB: And I, I can even remember the Klu Klux Klan being up 
there. 
DS: In cabin Creek? 
OB: Yes mam in Decota,L DS: You're not serious.__/ at Decota 
and they'd burn crosses up on the hills, you know, they 
warn people bout that and they'd burn this cross on 
a hill. My brother George was a Klan and we all went 
one night to a turn-out they had and, uh, course I can't 
talk too much bout that but, uh, they burned a cross 
that night. 
DS: Well how did it get organized up there, there weren't 
that many black people or wasn't it just necessarily 
against black people? 
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OB: No, it wasn't against black people, it was against, uh, 
confining people that was thieves and robbers and 
trash. 
DS: No kidding. 
OB: That's what it was. 
DS: Did they wear the kuara(?)? 
OB: Yes. 
DS: The hoods and .•• 
OB: Wore the hoods and a cape-like thing L DS: Yeah._/ that 
came clear down to their feet. 
DS: Well now I've never heard that. 
OB: I couldn't tell my boys nor anybody else and he beQonged 
and he quit he, he got tired L DS: Um, mmm._/ of it and 
quit. But that big turn-out was at Decota at a school 
building I think. You know where Decota is, L DS: Yeah._/ 
well that's where that was. 
DS: But the KKK I've never, that's one I've never heard. 
OB: Well I seen that and I've seen um march, they use to 
be lots of um up and down that creek. But where George 
joined was at Ellison on Coal ~iver and he was in . a klan 
over there for a long time and then when he did come to 
Cabin Creek he changed his membership or whatever they 
done and he was in a klan there for a long time. 
DS: Well that was real interesting because I never knew 
that. 
OB: You should have seen that whole big, uh, crowd of men 
with these hats on, you know, they stood_real high and 
just places for the eyes and_the mouth LBS: So you 
couldn't tell who they was._/ and the long robes went 
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clear down to their feet, you couldn't tell who was 
going to do the dirty work and who wasn't 
DS: Well that was the main,L OB: That ••• _ _/ the main 
thing, wasn't it? 
OB: Main thing, yes. 
DS: But it wasn't against black people it was, it was 
for the, for the trash and ..• 
OB: Yeah, and different things th3t was going on that 
wasn't suppose to be, you· know, and they'd have a 
big meeting and they'd go back of these people and 
put a cross up and burn it and if they didn't do 
what they's suppose to do then they was something 
else done. 
DS: Well you think that was due to a lack of law about 
that kind of stuff? 
OB: I think that was it you, you hear, still hear things 
about the Klan. But they got worse and worse all the 
time so George decided after he joined the Masons 
L DS: U~, mmm._/ he wa~ out, he didn't want to be 
a Klan L DS: Uh, huh._/. None of the other boys 
were Klan, had anything to do with it. 
DS: Uh, huh. That's one on me cause I never knew that. 
OB: I wish I'd of had a camera and taken a picture of 
what went on there that night. 
DS: Well what did go on there that night? 
OB: Well they had their meeting inside of course and then 
they had a sort of a parade like outside and then a 
bunch of um went up on the hill behind some places 
and put up a cross and burned it. 
BS: That was the warning that . 
OB: Was a warning to quit doing whatever they's doing and 
if they didn't quit .•. 
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BS: It was kind of a lodge the Klu Klux Klan was . 
DS: But didn't they also have laws whatever that the 
person didn't do what they wanted to didn't they 
punish them someway. 
OB: Yeah, some were kill e d and some were put in jail, 
different things. 
DS: Sort of like vigilantes of the old ••. 
OB: Yeah, yeah. Just about the same thing. And of 
course I never did believe in that stuff and we 
was all against !!!Y brother being in there but there 
was no use to, L DS: Well of course not._/he was 
a grown man, married and had a family and, so he 
just seen that out. 
DS: I wanted to ask you something about wages, can 
you remember some of the wages that Tom worked for 
for a day? 
OB: Well not exactly, you know, but I can remember my 
daddy working around th~ tipple loading, putting 
coal in the coal cars L DS: Right._/ for $1. 75 
a day. 
DS: When was that, approximately? 
OB: Oh that was back when I was 10 or 11 years old. 
DS: And this was not an 8 hour day, was it? 
OB: No, it was from break of day till after dark that, 
just as many hours as they could see work and was 
capable of working and I can see my dad yet, they 
had a big cement block with a long rope fastened 
down in there and it was fastened up here to this 
chute. And he'd have to get up on that block and 
hold it and jump up and down like till the cement 
door open to put that thing in the railroad car. 
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I wish I could remember things like I use to I could , 
tell you more about the coal mines than some of the men 
around here. 
DS: Well I know you could but I, I've forgotten some of 
these things living in, uh, the company store, could 
you tell U.'3 bout the company store? 
OB: Well most of the company stores had just about everything 
furniture, and clothing, and food, most anything you 




OB: Yeah (laughter) and, uh, you could have a charge account 
there or you could pay for it but the charge account 
had to be paid when payday came, all of it. You couldn't 
charge groceries over, see the men just got paid once 
a_month at that time and that was paid up at that time 
L DS: Um, mmm._/ and, uh, 
DS: Did you ever have anything left over? 
OB: No (laughter). Uh, Tom didn't make too much till 
World War II. 
DS: My goodness. 
OB: Then prices starting going up L DS: Right._/ and 
when he got killed he was making 40 some dollars a 
day. 
DS: And that's good money. 
OB: Yeah. But they are never safe, I have been in mines 
and seen how they work and they's coal stacked all 
along to keep that laid up there and what ar~ they 
going to do about this hill L DS: Um, mmm._/ much 
less send um down. And lots of times the timber rots, 
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you know, and causes setbacks and lots of times, the 
jar of, uh, blasting the coal and different things 
like that. God, I don't want to put my head in another 
coal mine even I enjoyed every minute I was in there. 
DS: I, I understand that. 
OB: It was, uh, dirty, well to a certain extent it was 
dirty upon my face but I've been in urn till you couldn't 
see no dirt, dust like this dust down here. 
DS: • and, cause when you saw the dust was bad, right? 
OB: Yes and all along the sides and up front was that 
pretty formed black coal am I enjoyed going in there 
with my husband was nobody to know (laughs) but him. 
Now talk to morn bout farming. 
DS: Talk to morn about farming? 
OB: Yeah (Unknown voice). 
DS: And that's in Wayne County. 
BS: Yes rnarn. 
DS: How old were you morn? 
BS: I was born in 18 and 93. 
DS: Well you're still a spring chicken aren't ya? 
BS: I don't know. 
DS: What was it like when you was a little girl growing up 
on the farm? 
BS: Oh we all worked, we hoed corn, milked cows, raised 
chickens and beef, fixed beef and cured meat. We had 
sheep, we didn't kill urn but we, we raised urn, and 
had hogs and E_ows and calves and we worked awful hard 
we thought, L DS: I'm sure you did._/ hoed corn, thinned. 
DS: canned? 
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BS: Oh yes canned lots of food and stuff like that. 
Raised, ate bout everything we raised. 
DS: Well I wonder why? 
BS: Cause that's , the only way you could get it. 
DS: That's right, that's what I figured there weren't any 
stores around there you could pop into were there? 
BS: Yeah, they was a store at Lafayette and we lived 
about, little bit, two miles. But then, cotlt'se 
Mickel and myself we did different farming, raised 
cattle and hogs and sold stuff and raised on the 
farm stuff to sell each summer and I was horned in 
'93 and left there in '61. 
DS: You lived at the same place? 
BS: Well no, uh, lived at different, when I got married 
I went to the Stelling farm, you know, but we lived 
there all the time we lived in the country. 
DS: How many acres did you tend? 
BS: I don't just know, they was a hundred and ninety some 
acres in the farm but, uh, worked the farm pretty 
heavy, you know, lots_of potatoes ang then he rented 
a farm to_grow corn L DS~ Um, mmm._/ (inaudible) 
and all L DS: Um, mmm._/. And then h~ come to 
town, you know,and work in the store L DS: Um, mmm._/. 
when the doctor stopped him from being in the sun. 
DS: Uh, huh. 
BS: So, uh, he lived to be 82. 
DS: 82, isn't that marvelous. 
BS: And never sick but (inaudible). 
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DS: That, not many people can say that can they? 
BS: No. 
DS: Do you suppose that was that good country living 
that you had'? 
BS: Well he didn't never drink or he didn't, he wasn't 
a bad man in no way. 
DS: Yes, I knew that. Well how did you use to, uh, did 
you use to ~ry vegetables also, what was beans called 
(inaudible)? 
BS: Ye ah, oh yes we do, we did that and we dried apples 
and I'd, uh, cut them up, you know, peel urn and slice 
urn and put urn on a cloth and then have a, oh that, uh, 
thin stuff to spread_over urn, put urn on the roof, 
LOB: Cheesecloth._/ cheesecloth. 
DS: What would that do? 
BS: And take urn in of the night, just fold urn up in this 
cloth and then spread urn out in the sun, you never let 
it rain on urn and they wasn't long a drying on that 
roof. 
DS : Urn, rnrnrn • 
BS: It was hot as fire. 
DS: Urn, rnrnrn. Well what was the cheese cloth was there 
some reason? 
BS: To keep the flies off (laughs). Off of urn, you know. 
DS: You put it over urn? 
BS : Over urn. 
DS: I see. 
BS: And get, uh, cloth under urn, common piece of a sheet 
over um. 
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DS: Um, mmm, um, mmm. And tomatoes did you. 
BS: Oh we raised everything, you know, and he peddled 
also some stuff to town and we use to churn and 
mold butter. 
DS: Ummm, that's delicious. 
BS: And bring buttermilk to town, you know, at first 
Riff brought it in cans, ten gallon milk cans. 
DS: Um, mmm. 
BS: And he would pour it out on the, (laughs) in the 
buckets that they would bring out, you know, just 
on th0 streets and then they stopped that. He had 
to put it in glass and peddled it there. 
DS: Um, mmm, um, mmm. 
BS: And he did that and then, you know, he raised so much 
potatoes and stuff. One year_we planted 30 sacks of 
potatoes L DS: My goodnes~._/ when the boys were all 
3 at home__L DS: Um, mmm._/. Now there's some work 
to that L DS: I , sure._/. I had to sit and cut 
potatoes all day (laughs). That's the way they 
got cut. (Inaudible.) 
OB: Them were the good old days. 
BS: Yeah. Ed talks everytime he comes home nearly to, 
about he would come in, he had, did the plowing, you 
know, he liked to turn the ground and level it off 
and then, (break in tape). 
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DS: You always lived in West Virginia, Ora? 
OB: Yes I have. 
DS: Where'd you live? 
OB: Oh I lived at, I was born at Cliff Top, West Virginia. 
DS: Where's that? 
OB: That's on route 60 beyond Lookout and I, and uh, I 
lived in Lookout and Winona (spells) W-I -N-O-N-A. 
DS: .What county is that? 
OB: Fayette. 
DS: Fayette? 
OB: Um, mmm. And, uh, I lived in Fayetteville, West 
Virginia, that's in Fayette County and, well I lived 
all over Cabin Creek and Paint Creek and different 
places. 
DS: Uh,huh. How many were in your family? 
OB: 12, 7 boys and 5 girls and my mother was a little 
woman, she didn't weigh but 98 pounds. Little short 
somebody bout like Dorothy and, uh, she died when 
she was 69 years old just e~rly one morning. She 
had had two light strokes L DS: Um,_mmm._/ before 
that and she was in bed for a year . / DS: Um, mmm._/. 
But my fathsr was 74 and he took sick on a Wednesday 
and died on Saturday. 
DS: And what'd he die from. 
OB: And, uh, I don't know. 
DS: Nobody ever 
OB: They didn't have a doctor with when I went there. 
DS: Were there any doctors? 
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OB: Oh yeah, they could have got a doctor from Winona. 
DS: Um, mmm. How far away though was that? 
OB: Oh bout 5 miles but they didn't get a doctor so he 
died and like 2 days being 3 months when my mother 
died and yon side of Chelyan my oldest brother got 
killed in the coal mines. 
DS: And where was that? 
OB: That was Alloy, West Virginia. And then I had a 
brother killed, of course my husband was killed 
on November the 9th in, uh, '52. 
DS: And where was that? 
OB: That was at Alloy L DS: Alloy._/. He died in 
Montgomery Hospital, got hurt in the coal mine. 
DS: How? 
OB: Uh, a rock fell. 
DS: That was a slate fall? 
OB: Yes and, uh, he had his hand up on a post telling the 
men where to put the timber up L DS: Um, mmm._/_and 
this rock broke off and hit him L DS: Um, mmm._/ 
and he was a heavy man, weighed 244 pounds. 
BS: And you so little. 
OB: I didn't use to be (laughter) but, uh, they said his 
head, he was in a standing position but it just bent 
him down with his head on his feet L DS: Oh._/. 
And of course it severed his spine in two places 
and he was hurt inwardly L DS: Um, mmm._/ and he 
lived from Friday morning till 10:00 on Sunday night 
L DS: Um._/ and that, he, that was, uh, oh and ••• 
(Interviewer ·requested this section of the tape be deleted.) 
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DS: Uh, how long did Tom work in the coal mines? 
OB: From the time he was 9 years old till he was killed. 
DS: 9. 
OB: From the time he was 9 years old he started trapping. 
DS: What is trapping? 
OB: Up on Cabin Creek, opening and closing door~. They 
had mules then instead of motor L DS: _Oh._/ and they 
called it a trap door L DS: Uh, ~uh._/ and that 1 s 
what he did, when he was 9 years old he started in 
the mines and he worked his way up to mine foreman. 
And, uh, then he was hurt in all the mines he 1 d never 
been in the hospital. 
DS: Hum. Well I can't imagine they, course didn~t have 
any child labor law LOB: No, no, hum, uh._/. They 
didn 1 t have to go to work and earn a, did he have a 
fam-, big family like that? 
OB: Well, uh, his family was all dead but 2 brothers, 
he still has 2 brothers living, I don't know where 
they are/ DS: Um, mmm._/. But he still has 2 
brothers and the_rest of his family is dead 
L DS: Um, mmm._/ and, uh, oh that's_a long story. 
I'd tell it all to you but I can 1 t L DS: Oh._/ 
I get all · upset, you know. 
DS: Well we don't, we don't need to talk about things 
OB: 
like that anyway I thought maybe you might remember some 
things that happened, uh, some places I 1 m familiar with 
like Cabin Creek, uh, ( inaudible) how did you all 
happen to go to Cabin Creek? 
Well my husband liked to change jobs often, you know, 
a man use to be they could go any where and get a job, 
they got ready to quit they quit L DS: Yeah._/ and 
went someplace else anc:L.got one. So we lived in 
many, many coal camps L DS: Um, mmm._/ and, uh, and 
J 
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Cabin Creek we lived at, oh I don't know how many 
different places up there I'd have to study a long 
time to tell ya. 
DS: Well, uh, Garton, Decota. 
OB: He worked at Garton and Uneeda am uh, Wet Branch . 
DS: Dry Branch# not. 
OB: No. And Wet Branch is right up the Ohio from Glenwood. 
DS: Now how did that start out, you have any idea on that? 
OB= I don't have any idea. 
DS: Well I never knew that because they was very close 
LOB: Uh, huh • .J both of them and then they called 
one Wet Branch and one Dry Branch. 
oB: One Dry Branch. And, uh, we've lived all of Paint 
Creek, Aileen was born at Wesley on Paint Creek. 
DS: Did you have doctors back then or did you go to the 
hospital? 
oB: Oh yeah, com- company doctors. My children were all 
born at home I didn't go to the hospital with none 
of um and, uh, 
DS: Were they good doctors? 
oB: Yes, they were good doctors and, uh, ycu didn't have 
that thing on did ya? 
DS : That's p e rfectly allright. 
oB: The same doctor that delivered Audrey to me delivered 
me to my mother. 




He was, he was real old. 
that and Aileen was born 
and Louisa, I think Ive 
Um, mmm. 
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He died not too long after 
at Besley on, ~h, Paint Creek 
already told you tra t. 
OB: And, uh, Dorothy at Bickmore in, L_ DS: Where? _/ 
Bickmore in Clay C0 unty that's when Tom was working 
there. 
DS: Um, mmm. 
OB: And, uh, Gladys was born at Dry Branch on Cabin Creek 
and Audrey at Newhall up on New River that's in Fayette 
County. 
DS: Um, mmm. When Tom had all these different jobs they 
was all L. OB : Yes._/ in the coal mines. 
OB : Everything was in the coal mine, he never worked at 
anything but mining. 
DS: Do you remember any, any problems, uh, in the coal 
camps like when they were trying to organize the 
union? 
OBJ Oh yes and, uh, Mother J~nes use to go in and make 
talks and help get scraps settled and I heard her talk 
and see her. 
DS: Really? 
OB: Yes that was, uh, up on Paint Creek and, uh, I've 
been in the coal mines myself and helped him load 
coal. 
DS: You was in the coal mines? 
OB: I was in the coal mines and helped him ••• 
DS: Well what was you doing there? 
OB: I was helping him, that was all. 
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DS: You mean, did they pay you or let you •.. 
OB: They wouldn't have allowed me in there if they'd have 
known (laughter). But you go back in there and that 
coal would be, they would shoot it, you know, in the 
daytime • • • 
DS: Wha-, shoot it what does o •• 
OB: Well they had to make a auger hole and put their, 
uh, !__ DS: Powder. / bl.a sting stuff, that powder 
L DS: Um, mmm. / and puck and then they would light 
that, uh, fuse and go away and that would shoot that 
coal down in big blocks. Not down, it would be still 
standing up. So that night was the last time I helped 
him load the coal, uh, that the United on cabin Creek 
and, uh, he told me he was going down to entry ci,nd get 
some cars, L DS: Um, mmm._/ and push um back up there 
for us to load and he said you leave that alone. So 
I thought that looks so pretty I'm going to pull it 
down, so I took a pick (laughter) and pulled it down 
and broke the pole. 
BS: Oh no. 
r::B: Well did they have any shoring after you had ••• 
OB: Have what? 
r::B: Some kind of shoring in the mines to shore up the sides. 
OB: They wa.s 1 ights ~trung out all up and down the en try 
L IlS: Uh, huh._/ and of course they filled the corridors 
with molders. 
IS: But weren't you afraid of cave, cave-ins? 
OB: I'm not afraid of anything (laughter). I've been in 
lots of mines with him. 
DS·: Oh. 
OB: And, uh, I've even been down in the mine L :CS: Um, mmm._/. 
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When they were striking he'd go out of the night and 
he had to go back in there so I'd go ba~k in there with 
him. And it's pretty_in the coal mines I like to go in 
them L CS: Um, mmm._/. I've been in many of um. But 
I didn't have to load coal any more than 2 of um. 
BS: Well I've always heard that there was, uh, a myth a 
long time ago that women, er, were not allowed in 
the coal mine. 
oa: They weren't LBS: It was bad luck._/ it was bad luck. 
We'd go in at night and I'd tell him it's bad luck and 
he'd say there's no such thing as bad luck and when he 
wanted me to go in there with him I told him I wasn't 
going to do it after that. I've always heard all my 
life that it's bad luck but I went in with him and 
after that well h~ got hurt. I haven't been in 
any more rnin2s. 
BS: I always wanted to but I was always afraid, I went 
to the mouth of the mine and looked in but I was 
afraid to go in. 
OB: Well now we lived at (inaudible) and they had a mine 
explosion while we was there. but he, they had, the 
explosion happened in the daytime and he worked night 
shift L DS: Oh._/. So when they come and told me 
that they's a explosion I woke him and he went to 
help to get the mine, the men out of the mine. 
DS: How many, uh, •• 
OB: Oh I forget how many they was but some got hurt and 
some got killed and then they was a explosion where 
Eddie got killed. 
l)S: Um, mmm. That's your brother. 
OB: My son-in- law, Dorothy's husband. 
DS: Oh, that's right. 
OB: That was up close to Richwood, L DS: Um, mmm._/ I 
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forget the name of the mine but anyway that's how 
he got killed . And my brother, George, ·worked at, 
uh, United and a big slate fall caught him and, uh, 
my brother, Joe was working at Alloy and they said 
that part of the "kettle bottom,•• that's just a great 
big piece of slate come down and caught him and just 
killed him right then . 
DS : And it's called a "kettle bot • . II 
OB: "Kettle bottom." 
DS: I wonder how it got that name. 
OB : Well now before, when Tom was a living he explained 
to be that that was a big long piece of slate and 
when it come loose it would come down, you know, 
and it caught Joe and killed him and his head was 
broken. 
DS : Uh, huh. 
OB: And, uh, then Ed was killed in a mine explosion and 
then my brother, Keith, was electrocuted in a mine 
L DS: Oh._/. I've had alot of mine tragedies in my 
family. 
DS : You've certainly have. What cause, cause the explosions. 
OB : Well there's a dust forms in the mines and you know men 
like a place to smoke L DS: _ Um, mmm, um, mmm . _/ in the 
mines and alot of um would L DS: Um, mmm._/and alot of 
times the explosion is caused by people throwing cigarette 
down in the mines and that dust will get on fire and cause 
an explosion and that's gas. Gas, gas in the mines causes 
the explosions. 
DS: Course back in those days they didn't have inspections. 
OB: Well they did but the inspectors didn't come as often as 
they should. Uh, I don't remember just how often they' s 
suppose to come but they didn't L DS: Um, mmm._/ and, uh, 
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there was an explo~ion at Boomer but that was before 
Tom worked there L DS: Um, mmm._/ and they say that 
mine was full of gas. And it accumulates from different 
things in the mines, you know, I don't know just all 
the details but the gas accumulates and there'd be 
pock8ts of gas and just the least little spark, you 
know, will set them off, sometimes the motors running 
electric wire will set it off. 
DS: Um, mmm. w~ll I often wonder about the lights and 
the men's carbide lamp LOB: Lamp?/ and their hat. 
OB: You know there was so many explosions and everything 
that they stopped them from wearing them, they had 
to have safety lights. 
BS: Now I don't remember that, when I recall they were 
still using the carbide. 
OB: Well they quit that and this safety light was run 
from a battery CBS: Um, mmm._/ and it was a big, 
uh, reflector like that on a fog light L DS: Um, mmm._/ 
and then this cable went down here and hooked on to a 
battery and that's the kind of lights that they started 
using in the mines. 
BS: Well now you know more about that than I do. 
OB: I know lots_of things if I just had time to think, 
you know, L DS: Yeah._/ but of course I'm 76 years 
old and my mine ain't (laughter) as good as it use to be. 
BS: (Laughs) you're still a young thing. 
DS: Uh, do you remember anything about, I don't remember 
anything about militia. How it come up that there 
was a war between the company officials on Paint Creek 
and on Cabin Creek, do you remember ••• 
OB: No, I don't remember that, I heard about it but that 
was before I went up there. 
DS: Yeah, do you remember anything anybody said or anything 
.. 1 
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about like your father ot' kinsmen? 
OB: No I just can't remember, I've heard of it/_ DS: Yeah._/ 
but I can't tell it. 
DS: There was something/_ OB: Um, mmm.__/ some kind of war, 
/_ OB: Um, mmm.__/ an uprising or a, when the miners 
were striking. 
OB: Um, mmm. Well it was just like this, uh, book they 
have in school. They was all fighting over the, the 
mines, you know, and the condition the mines was in 
and the companies wouldn't have the mines fixed right 
and things like that and they called a militia that 
went in there with a body of men that would go in and, 
and uh,_have guns and everything to fight with, you 
know,/_ DS: Um, mmm._/ and they was alot of people 
that got killed in that. That's as much as I can 
remember about that • 
DS: Um, mmm. Didn't some of um have to come up and go to 
the mouth of_the creek and plant and plant to feed 
/_ OB: Yeah._/ because they had no money? 
OB: Yeah, they'd go up the creek and plant too. 
DS: Um, mmm. 
OB: And I, I can even remember the Klu Klux Klan being up 
there. 
DS: In Cabin Creek? 
OB: Yes mam in Decota,/_ DS: You' re not serious •. _/ at Decota 
and they'd burn crosses up on the hills, you know, they 
warn people bout that and they'd burn this cross on 
a hill. My brother George was a Klan and we all went 
one night to a turn-out they had and, uh, course I can't 
talk too much bout that but, uh, they burned a cross 
that night. 
DS: Well how did it get organized up there, there weren't 
that many black people or wasn't it just necessarily 
against black people? 
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OB: No, it wasn't ~ainst black people, it was against, uh, 
confining people that was thieves and robbers and 
trash. 
DS: No kidding. 
OB: That's what it was. 
DS: Did they wear the kuara(?)? 
OB: Yes. 
DS: The hoods and ••• 
OB: Wore the hoods and a cape-like thing L DS: Yeah._/ that 
came clear down to their feet. 
~S: Well now I've never heard that. 
OB: I couldn I t tell my boys nor anybody else and he beJ.:onged 
and he quit he, he got tired L DS: Um, mmm._/ of it and 
quit. But that big turn-out was at Decota at a school 
building I think. You know where Decota is, L DS: Yeah._/ 
well that's where that was. 
DS: But the KKK I've never, that's one I've never heard. 
OB: Well I seen that and I've seen um march, they use to 
be lots of um up and down that creek. But where George 
joined was at Ellison on Coal River and he was in. a klan 
over there for a long time and then when he did come to 
Cabin Creek he changed his membership or whatever they 
done and he was in a klan there for a long time. 
DS: Well that was real interesting because I never knew 
that. 
OB: You should have seen that whole big, uh, crowd of men 
with these hats on, you know, they stood_real high and 
just places for the eyes and_the mouth LBS: So you 
couldn't tell who they was.~/ . and the long robes went 
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clear down to their feet, you couldn't tell who was 
going to do the dirty work and who wasn"t 
DS: Well that was the main,i OB: That ..• _/ the main 
thing, wasn't it? 
OB: Main thing, yes. 
DS: But it wasn't against black people it was, it was 
for the, for the trash and .•• 
OB: Yeah, and different things th3t was going on that 
wasn't suppose to be, you know, and they'd have a 
big meeting and they'd go back of these people and 
put a cross up and burn it and if they didn't do 
what they's suppose to do then they was something 
else done. 
DS: Well you think that was due to a lack of law about 
that kind of stuff? 
OB: I think that was it you, you hear, still hear things 
about the Klan. But they got worse and worse all the 
time so George decided after he joined the Masons 
L DS: Um, mmm._/ he wa~ out, he didn't want to be 
a Klan L DS: Uh, huh._/. None of the other boys 
were Klan, had anything to do with it. 
DS: Uh, huh. That's one on me cause I never knew that. 
OB: I wish I'd of had a camera and taken a picture of 
what went on there that night. 
DS: Well what did go on there that night? 
OB: Well they had their meeting inside of course and then 
they had a sort of a parade like outside and then a 
bunch of um went up on the hill behind some places 
and put up a cross and burned it. 
BS: That was the warning that. 
OB:· Was a warning to quit doing whatever they's doing and 
j 
if they didn't quit ••• 
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BS: It was kind of a lodge the Klu Klux Klan was. 
DS: But didn't they also have laws whatever that the 
person didn't do what they wanted to didn't they 
punish them someway. 
OB: Yeah, some were killed and some were put in jail, 
different things. 
DS: Sort of like vigilantes of the old ••• 
OB: Yeah, yeah. Just about the same thing. And of 
course I never did believe in that stuff and we 
was all against !!!Y brother being in there but there 
was no use to, L DS: Well of course not._/he was 
a grown man, married and had a family and, so he 
just seen that out. 
DS: I wanted to ask you something about wages, can 
you remember some of the wages that Tom worked for 
for a day? 
OB: Well not exactly, you know, but I can remember my 
daddy working around th~ tipple loading, putting 
coal in the coal cars L DS: Right._/ for $1. 75 
a day . 
DS: When was that, approximately? 
OB: Oh that was back when I was 10 or 11 years old. 
DS: And this was not an 8 hour day, was it? 
OB: No, it was from break of day till after dark that, 
just as many hours as they could see work and was 
capable of working and I can see my dad yet, they 
had a big cement block with a long rope fastened 
down in there and it was fastened up here to this 
chute. And he'd have to get up on that block and 
hold it and jump up and down like till the cement 
door open to put that thing in the railroad car. 
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I wish I could remember things like I use to I could 
tell you more about the coal mines than some afthe men 
around here. 
DS: Well I know you could but I, I've forgotten some of 
these things living in, uh, the company store, could 
you tell us bout the company store? 
OB: Well most of the company stores had just about everything 
furniture, and clothing, and food, most anything you 




OB: Yeah (laughter) and, uh, you could have a charge account 
there or you could pay for it but the charge account 
had to be paid when payday came, all of it. You couldn't 
charge groceries over, see the men just got paid once 
a_month at that time and that was paid up at that time 
!.... DS: Um, mmm._/ and, uh, 
DS: Did you ever have anything left over? 
OB: No (laughter). Uh, Tom didn't make too much till 
World War II. 
DS: My goodness. 
OB: Then prices starting going up!.... DS: Right._/ and 
when he got killed he was making 40 some dollars a 
day. 
DS: And that's good money. 
OB: Yeah. But they are never safe, I have been in mines 
and seen how they work and they's coal stacked all 
along to keep that laid up there and what ar~ they 
going to do about this hill!.... DS: Um, mmm._/ much 
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you know, and causes setbacks and lots of times the 
jar of, uh, blasting the coal and different things 
like that. God, I don't want to put my head in another 
coal mine even I enjoyed every minute I was in there. 
I, I understand that. 
It was, uh, dirty, well to a certain extent it was 
dirty upon my face but I've been in um till you couldn't 
see no dirt, dust like this dust down here . 
• and, cause when you saw the dust was bad, right? 
Yes and all along the sides and up front was that 
pretty formed black coal a~I enjoyed going in there 
with my husband was nobody to know (laughs) but him. 
Now talk to mom bout farming. 
Talk to mom about farming? 
OB: Yeah (Unknown voice). 
DS: And that's in Wayne c6unty. 
BS: Yes mam. 
DS: How old were you mom? 
BS: I was born in 18 and 93. 
DS: Well you're still a spring chicken aren't ya? 
BS: I don't know. 
DS: What was it like when you was a little girl growing up 
on the farm? 
BS: Oh we all worked, we hoed corn, milked cows, raised 
chickens and beef, fixed beef and cured meat. We had 
sheep, we didn't kill um but we, we raised urn, and 
had hogs and cows and calves and we worked awful hard 
we thought, l DS: I'm sure you did._/ hoed corn, thinned. 
DS: canned? 
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BS: Oh yes canned lots of food and stuff like that. 
Raised, ate bout everything we raised. 
DS: Well I wonder why? 
BS: Cause that's the only way you could get it. 
DS: That's right, that's what I figured there weren't any 
stores around there you could pop into were there? 
BS: Yeah, they was a store at Lafayette and we lived 
about, little bit, two miles. But then, course 
Mickel and myself we did different farming, raised 
cattle and hogs and sold stuff and raised on the 
farm stuff to sell each summer and I was borned in 
'93 and left there in '61. 
DS: You lived at the same place? 
BS: Well no, uh, lived at different, when I got married 
I went to the Stolling farm, you know, but we lived 
there all the time we lived in the country. 
DS: How many acres did you tend? 
. 
BS: I don't just know, they was a hundred and ninety some 
acres in the farm but, uh, worked the farm pretty 
heavy, you know, lots_of potatoes and then he rented 
a farm to_grow corn L DS~ Um, mmm._/ (inaudible) 
and all L DS: Um, mmm._/. And then h~ come to 
town, you know,and work in the store L DS: Um, mmm._/. 
when the doctor stopped him from being in the sun. 
DS: Uh, huh. 
BS: So, uh, he lived to be 82. 
DS: 82, isn't that marvelous. 
BS: And never sick but (inaudible). 
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DS: That, not many peoplr.= can say that can they? 
BS: No. 
DS: Do you suppose that was that good country living 
that you had'? 
BS: Well he didn't never drink or he didn't, he wasn't 
a bad man in no way. 
DS: Yes, I knew that. Well how did you use to, uh, did 
you use to ~ry vegetables also, what was beans called 
(inaudible)'? 
BS: Yeah, oh yes we do, we did that and we dried apples 
and I'd, uh, cut them up, you know, peel um and slice 
um and put um on a cloth and then have a, oh that, uh, 
thin stuff to spread_over um, put um on the roof, 
LOB: Cheesecloth._/ cheesecloth. 
DS: What would that do? 
BS: And take um in of the night, just fold um up in this 
cloth and then spread um out in the sun, you never let 
it rain on um and they wasn't long a drying on that 
roof. 
DS: Um, mmm. 
BS: It was hot as fire. 
DS: Um, mmm. Well what was the cheese cloth was there 
some reason? 
BS: To keep the flies off (laughs). Off of um, you know. 
DS: You put it over um? 
BS: over um. 
DS: I see. 
BS: And get, uh, cloth under um, common piece of a sheet 
., 
over um. 
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DS: Um, mmm, um, mmm. " And tomatoes did you. 
BS: Oh we raised everything, you know, and he peddled 
also som8 stuff to town and we use to churn and 
mold butter. 
DS: Ummm, that's delicious. 
BS: And bring buttermilk to town, you know, at first 
Riff brought it in cans, ten gallon milk cans. 
DS: Um, mmm. 
BS: And he would pour it out on the, (laughs) in the 
buckets that they would bring out, you know, just 
on th~ streets and then they stopped that. He had 
to put it in glass and peddled it there. 
DS: Um, mmm, um, mmm. c 
BS: And he did that and then, you know, he raised so much 
potatoes and stuff. One year_we planted 30 sacks of 
potatoes L DS: My goodness._/ when the boys were all 
3 at home__L DS: Um, mmm._/. Now there's some work 
to that L DS: I, sure._/. I had to sit and cut 
potatoes all day (laughs). That's the way they 
got cut. (Inaudible.) 
OB: Them were the good old days. 
BS: Yeah. Ed talks everytime he comes home nearly to, 
about he would come in, he had, did the plowing, you 
know, he liked to turn the ground and level it off 
and then, (break in tape). 
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